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Welcome to November,  a month which resembles something of a Year
2022 Mini Me. Why? Well there are a number of pushes and pulls
between the signs of Scorpio and Taurus, and this will be reflected next
year too by two Eclipses in Taurus and two in Scorpio. 

Even this month sees a Lunar Eclipse in Taurus, but this can be
transformational and help us to understand who we can value in close
relationships or better use our resources. 

But it is Uranus in Taurus and its opposition to the New Moon in Scorpio,
Mercury and Mars which provides the greatest electricity and can see
sudden developments, but also changes that can prove unpredictable.

www.patrickarundell.com

Hello & Welcome to your
november 2021 Astrology Magazine 

P A T R I C K  A R U N D E L L

Still, once the Sun and Mercury
move to Sagittarius, later in the
month, a more open, freer time
can emerge. 



This Month you can dive further into your specific Zodiac Sign to
see what the Month of November holds for you, in both written and
video format. 

Patrick also explores the Scorpio New Moon in his Deep Dive Video.

Also please join me for your Monthly Tarot Card Reading - this
month I explore the Six of Cups card and the nostalgia that is brings.

We also look at 'The Night of the Crossroads' and the celebration of
Hecate.

Please also join me for my Tarot Journey where I will take you on a
journey in an animated story series through each of the Tarot card
meanings, starting with the Major Arcarna cards.

You can also check out Patrick's Yearly Astrology Videos so you can
plan ahead for year 2022!

Wishing you a very safe and healthy November - Love Alyssa x 

www.patrickarundell.com

A L Y S S A  A R U N D E L L



https://www.patrickarundell.com/subscribe


CALL MY TELEPHONE
CONSULTANTS



https://oranum.com/en/chat/LylyWilson?psid=patrick1&pstool=600_260&psprogram=revs&utm_source=oracr&utm_medium=webmaster&utm_campaign=livefeed&utm_content=livefeed+player&jumpReferrer=www.patrickarundell.com


THE NIGHT OF THE CROSSROADS
 
 
 
 

For many Pagan, Wiccans, or those interested in ‘the old ways’ ,

November 16th is the celebration of Hekate/Hecate Night, or the

Night of the Crossroads, the day of the festival of Hecate, which

celebrates Hecate as the Greek Goddess of the Crossroads. 

Hecate is known as the triple Goddess, who consists of; The Maiden,

The Mother and The Crone. These aspects of Hecate are known are

the ‘three-way crossroads’ and symbolise the stages in one’s life,

particularly linked to the divine feminine energy. 

As well as being the Goddess of these special phases in life, Hecate is

also linked to Magick, and some people to this day, hold small statues

of her in their homes to ward off unwanted or negative energy. 

Hecate can also be described as the Goddess of the underworld, due

to her association with the occult, and all things ancient and mystical.



However, she is also linked to the heavens by offering illumination and

shining light on those who seek her guidance on their life journeys.

Although followers tend not to invoke Hecate lightly, as she stands at

the crossroads bearing keys to those that do, and vast life changes are

possible because of this power. 

Hecate played an important role in the life of Persephone, Hades wife

and Queen of the Underworld, as she offered her assistance as a

confidant. 

Hecate, much like her cousin Artemis, also offers protection to women

in particular, especially those going through childbirth.



In the ancient world, Hecate was used mostly by philosophers, poets

and magicians for protection, as well as to improve their lives in some

manner. 

In this modern era, Hecate reminds us of the importance of change,

which includes life, death and rebirth. She can also guide us in

releasing the past and embracing a new beginning, even if the changes

are not easy ones to emerge from. 

Hecate Night is a feast that begins at sunset, and is commonly given

the name the ‘Hecate Supper’. The ritual of sorts consists of a food

offering and a table set for the Goddess herself to participate in the

supper.  It is said those that serve the Goddess this offering will be

smiled upon, protected and guided through any crossroads in their

lives.



In legend, Hecate was abandoned as a baby at a crossroads by her

Mother Pheraea, and then rescued and brought up by shepherds. 

This may give us a reason as to why she offers her aid to those crossing

a physical or metaphorical crossroads themselves. When Christianity

and Paganism began to merge, the feast of Hecate was one of the last,

and perhaps one of the most difficult celebrations to erase from

people’s lives. 

Records show that Hecate’s Supper was still taking place in the 11th

century CE, and it may well have continued far longer, with many

celebrating to this day.



The New Moon in Scorpio is electrified by the intense but

restless energies of Uranus. Something which feels stuck

can suddenly move forwards, or tensions can reach a point

where something has to give. 

However we have a wonderful opportunity to more

innovatively use our resources. 

scorpio New Moon + FREE Zodiac Forecasts -
4th/5th November 2021

 
 
 
 
 

To see how this will impact you and your 

Zodiac Sign please click/tap below...

https://youtu.be/_QJ2R2NL4qg
https://youtu.be/_QJ2R2NL4qg


Join Patrick for his Year 2022 Horoscope Forecast for each

Zodiac Sign. Get searing insights into the year ahead...

2022 Horoscope Forecasts 
for every zodiac sign

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjnNJ9sOK0Eif_563hgo3W6P
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjnNJ9sOK0Eif_563hgo3W6P




Aries 21 March - 20 April

Taurus 21 April - 21 May

Monthly Horoscopes for all Signs - November 2021

This looks to be an empowering month, when
you’ll enjoy pouring your energy into ideas and
projects, especially if they can make you money.
November 4th could be a game-changer due to
the New Moon. 

It’s time to embrace a new beginning without
being too impulsive. But from week three far
horizons beckon, and the idea of travel and fresh
adventures may be too much to resist. And
Venus in Capricorn might encourage you to
connect with the movers and shakers, Aries

You’ll find relationships to be intense, and the
coming weeks are excellent for ringing in changes
that could set things on a new and better path. It’s
important not to overreact around the 4th. Aim to
make changes gently and sensitively. 

November 19th can also highlight key bonds, and
inspire you to show your appreciation for those in
your life. Still, with Venus in Capricorn, you’ll be
keen to embrace fresh ideas and opportunities, as
well as eagerly exploring money-making ideas. 



Cancer 22 June - 23 July

Gemini 22 May - 21 June

You’ll be ready to dive into your work with relish,
and will have the stamina to accomplish big things.
And while the Scorpio New Moon in week one can
inspire you to make changes to your job or
lifestyle, have a strategy. 

Don’t make a leap and hope for the best. Use the
coming weeks to ponder wise decisions. Your
social life could heat up from week three, with
plenty of opportunities for networking and making
new friends. And there is a promise of love
adventures.

Ready to kick back and enjoy life? The emphasis
on your leisure zone, encourages you to make
time for hobbies, outings and romance. And the
more the merrier, Cancer. Something you begin
around the 4th, could lead to some very exciting
developments. 

Whether it’s a new activity or a relationship, it
might take you in a fresh and unplanned direction.
From the 21st, it’s time to embrace fresh
opportunities that may take you along new paths
and increase productivity.



It looks like you’ll be busy getting your home
sorted, and making plans for the holiday season.
This might include resourceful ways to cut
expenses. If you feel like doing some decluttering
and selling of unwanted items, this is the time to go
for it. 

Something may be worth more than you thought.
The Full Moon on the 19th puts you in the
spotlight. Take advantage of this to promote your
ideas. You could find it hard to resist the call of the
wild, as new adventures beckon. 

Virgo 24 August - 23 September

Leo 24 July - 23 August

This month is perfect for sorting out admin,
especially those areas where things have got
out of control. The focused energy of Mars and
Mercury in Scorpio, can see you powering
through and getting huge amounts done. A deal
could be struck on the 4th, but for best results,
don’t be in too much of a hurry. 

From week three, home and family affairs move
higher up the agenda. You may have some
exciting plans on the boil, and the coming
weeks might see you celebrating, Virgo.

 



Scorpio 24 October - 22 November

Libra 24 September - 23 October
Time for a money makeover, Libra? A potent
mix of energies concentrated on your money
zone, are perfect for creating positive change
and being more resourceful. If you can resist
the urge to splurge on the 4th, and use the New
Moon to initiate good financial habits, you’ll
gain.

But you also have a lot of opportunities, and
connecting with kindred spirits could see you
closing deals and opening doors. Ready to
learn something new? This is the time to go for
it.

This is the month to make your mark on the
world, and share your excitement around what’s
important to you. The New Moon in your sign on
November 4th, is the big one that can catapult
you to new levels. Don’t be rushed into doing
anything, just take your time and good things will
start to happen. 

Finances get a boost too, and you’ll be ready to
explore new ways to make money and enhance
your earning power. Need to be more charming?
Venus in Capricorn can help you. 



Sagittarius 23 November - 21 December
You’ll tap into your inner strengths, and this will
help you gain victory over any issues. You have
warrior power, and it can assist you with letting go
of the old and embracing the new. The New Moon
in week one can be useful here, inspiring you to
talk to anyone who can walk you through the
process of releasing whatever no longer works.

The Sun’s move into your sign on the 21st, means
you’ll be ready to shine. Your energy and
confidence will dazzle everyone. 

Capricorn 22 December - 20 January
You’ll be keen to link up with those who have
influence, making this a rewarding time when you
can swap ideas. But it’s an opportunity for fun
too, and you’ll be ready to unwind. An offer
around the 4th could be perfect for you, if you
don’t try to force things. 

This is also the month to tap into your full
potential and live more fully. With sweet Venus in
your sign, others may be very drawn to you, and
if you’re ready for romance, who knows what
might happen, Capricorn. 
 

 



Aquarius 21 January - 19 February

You’ll be on top of the world, with a major focus on
a high-flying zone giving you a push to achieve
great things. The New Moon on the 4th, could see
you grasping an opportunity that takes you to the
top. 

Don’t let distractions sway you from your course.
From week three you’ll be on a roll, as your social
life ramps-up. With the holiday season
approaching, you may have events to attend and
arrangements to make, but it’s the people you
meet who can make life so delightful. 

 

Pisces 20 February - 20 March

If you’re going to be traveling or are keen to
study, the coming weeks look very promising. A
high-powered New Moon on the 4th, is one of
the better times for taking the plunge and diving
into new experiences. 

Want things to change? Avoid shortcuts, and
take the longer route. As the Sun glides into
Sagittarius from the 21st, you’ll be in the
spotlight, so use this opportunity to showcase
your skills and talents. And with Venus in
Capricorn, your social life looks perky too.
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Call by Telephone Direct UK/ROI (only)...

UK 09061 761 328       £1.50 PER MINUTE

ROI 1580 911 338       2.44 EUROS PER MINUTE
(plus network charges)

Call Free UK:
0800 0678 738

(29p min)

Call Toll Free USA:
1877 236 4820
(59 Cents Min)

Call Free Canada:
1877 236 4816
(59 Cents Min)

Call Free ROI:
1800 999 321

(49 Cents Min)

Call Worldwide:
+44 1635 000 890

(59 Cents Min)

Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
100% Money Back Guarantee!

Pay by Credit/Debit Card...

T&C's Apply

My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants Book your Personal Consultation
Why not enjoy a 1 to 1 

Personal Consultation with me?
 I have been a Professional Astrologer since 1995 

and would be delighted to be of assistance.



Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
100% Money Back Guarantee!

Pay by Credit/Debit Card...

My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants 

Please click/tap here to Book your 

Personal Consultation

I work through the mediums of Natal, Draconic,
Transits, Secondary Progressions and Solar Arc
Directions bringing you a wonderful opportunity
to gain greater clarity around your situation.

I use Skype/Zoom for readings and this way I
can share my screen with you and show you
how the planets are impacting on your situation.
All consultations are recorded and shared at the
conclusion of the reading.

For best results for recording a Skype/Zoom
Consultation please use Desktop or a Tablet, if
possible.

*If you choose a 60 Minute reading, I will also
prepare you a FREE 12 Month Personal
Horoscope Report which will be emailed after
the reading.

https://store.patrickarundell.com/product/book-your-personal-consultation/


LATEST TESTIMONIALS

ONLINE REACH
YouTube Subscription - 91.1k

YouTube Views - 24million

Instagram Followers 11k*

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...

24th September 2021, JS - Scotland - UK "I booked a personal consultation with Patrick

to gain some deeper insight into my own personal birthchart and to look at what the

year ahead had in store. I was particularly interested in the astrology with regards my

career. Patrick was great to talk to and highly knowledgeable. He was able to bring

real insights to our discussion and help me to explore my chart and what the coming

transitions could mean. I was able to use this insight to plan my own next steps. I'd

definitely recommend the personal reading to gain deeper insight into yourself and

help you to move forward in your life. Thanks, Patrick!"

27th September 2021, CW “Loved my forecast and character analysis from Patrick, so

accurate to who I am and so hopeful and aware going forward. Also love the daily

horoscopes to my email, thank you Patrick!!!much love ”

1st October 2021, NK – Ely – UK “My session with Patrick was a delight. His delivery was

sensitive, charming and he supplied me with a large amount of information. He went

the extra mile supporting me with my astrological charts and predictions for the next

year of my life. I am pleased to recommend his service to anyone interested in their

birth chart/ or in astrology.“

27th September 2021, FV – Austria “Brilliant reading by the ever so kind and

knowledgeable Patrick. Spot on details. Highly recommend. “

27th  October 2021, AMD – Florida – USA "Dear Patrick,It is obvious that you are a

"Master" at your craft, and I regard both your integrity and your levels of expertise."

https://www.instagram.com/Patrick.Arundell.Astrology/
https://twitter.com/HoroscopeAce
https://www.facebook.com/groups/994389174238955/


Please click here to discover more...

https://www.patreon.com/patrickarundell


MONTHLY HOROSCOPE VIDEOS NOVEMBER 2021 

WITH PATRICK ARUNDELL...

Welcome to my Monthly Horoscope Videos. 
Please CLICK on your ZODIAC SIGN BELOW for your FREE

Horoscope Video Reading. 
 

Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,
Sagittarius, Capricorn, Aquarius and Pisces...

please click here to view 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjmGDET4Pw46XnDv9gfnoG9j


november 2021 MONTHLY  
TAROT CARD READING

In tarot numerology, the
number six is associated with
care and nurturing. When you
combine this number with
cups, which is the suite most
associated with emotions, you
can be sure that a gentle,
pleasant and heart-warming
time is ours for the taking.

The Six of Cups concerns itself
with childhood and nostalgia.
When it appears in a reading, it
suggests that we will find
ourselves flicking through old
photographs and reminiscing
about your past. 

https://store.patrickarundell.com/product/12-month-personal-horoscope-forecast-and-character-analysis-special-offer/


This card encourages us to lighten up and see the world
through innocent eyes. This could mean learning something
new, perhaps a craft we remember an older family member
practising or a hobby which you enjoyed as a child but that
you have let slip as time has passed by.

Do you remember how curious we were as a little one?
Could we recapture that sense of wonder by studying a new
subject? Alternatively, we could find that walking down the
beach and collecting shells, or if we are really daring,
building a sandcastle, could raise our spirits. 

This is a good time to be brave and find some bright colours
to add to our wardrobe, as this can lighten our mood further
and make us seem even more approachable. 
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My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants 

Please join me on my Journey Through the
Tarot, as I explore the meanings of each of the

Tarot Cards. 
 

This animated series includes; 
The overall meaning of the card

Upright Meaning
Reversed Meaning 

Past, Present & Future Meanings
Love, Money & Spiritual Meaning

 
 

Journey Through The tarot

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLeFpBclimIjl_TXkfOoC7pSc__ybQfqnu
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My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants 

Why not enjoy a 1 to 1 
Personal Consultation with me?

I am Certified Tarot Card Reader and Life
Coach using the Spiritual Development tools

of Oracle, Angel, Tarot and Crystals.

Book your Personal Consultation



LATEST TESTIMONIALS

WHAT PEOPLE ARE
SAYING...

8th January 2021, J – London – UK “Hello Alyssa. Thank you so much for this lovely and

very useful reading. You have the gift to make People feel good It’s a gift.”

15th February 2021, A – Skeeton – UK “Dear Alyssa, Thank you so much, it really gave

me some clarity on the situation and I am much more confident now in my decision, I

am feeling really positive for the future!!

18th February 2021, F – Oklahoma – USA “Hi Alyssa!! thanks so much for a fabulous

reading today!! really looking forward to our next one!!”

19th February 2021, AS – Ireland “I had the most amazing reading with Alyssa today.

She was kind, compassionate and understanding. I felt completely comfortable

opening up during my reading and Alyssa understood my situation completely. Do not

hesitate to book a reading with Alyssa, you won’t be disappointed! I am looking

forward to returning in six months time to see my progress!”

29th September 2021, M – UK  “Thank you so much Alyssa, I always appreciate

speaking to you.”

13th March 2021, C – Italy “Alyssa gave me clarity and comfort, and hope when the

convulsion of planets in Aquarius was bringing me down. Using her feed-back life has

a new sense, and I am confident that this deep will pass. Alyssa is engaging,

professional and extremely empathetic. I would recommend that to understand you

better you work with both Alyssa and Patrick, they complement each other to provide

you the best guidance possible.”

20th September  2021, S – UK “Alyssa, I so enjoyed the reading, very insightful, thank

you!"



Book a FREE PHONE Appointment all Countries
100% Money Back Guarantee!

Pay by Credit/Debit Card...

My Live Telephone Spiritual Consultants 

Please click/tap here to Book your 

Personal Consultation

All consultations are recorded and
shared at the conclusion of the
reading. I offer the following – LIVE 1-
to-1 Readings by Skype (recorded &
shared at conclusion), Recorded
Video Readings and Written
Readings.

Readings: 
60 Min £70 30 Min £40 

https://store.patrickarundell.com/product/book-1-to-1-consultation-with-alyssa/
https://store.patrickarundell.com/product/book-1-to-1-consultation-with-alyssa/
https://store.patrickarundell.com/product/book-1-to-1-consultation-with-alyssa/




August MONTHLY  TAROT CARD READING

Sometimes the most obvious answer is 
the right one, and yes, when the Strength 
card appears, it can simply be that our 
physical condition is improving, which is 
why it is so welcome to those who have 
suffered poor health. 

Of course, if tarot cards were that 
straight forward everyone would be a 
tarot reader, so we need to think about 
strength in a more profound way. 

https://www.horoscope-ace.com/

